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Daniels, S. and Cosgrove, D. 1988. “Introduction: iconography and landscape”. In The iconography of landscape: essays on 
the symbolic representation, design and use of past environments. D. Cosgrove and S. Daniels (eds.). Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1.

When one looks closely at depictions of the tropics 
in paintings and prints from Western sources in 
the nineteenth century, a certain misalignment with 
the truth can be discerned, resulting in a distinct 
gap between reality and representation. The 
impetuses for perpetuating such discrepancies 
came within the purview of Singapore artist Donna 
Ong for two reasons. In the first instance, the fact 
that the creators of these images have consciously 
chosen not to represent reality accurately – even 
when all the relevant information and reference 
data were at their disposal – raises concerns when 
what is communicated are presented as truths. 
More revealingly, these works, when reviewed 
collectively, disclose the prevailing stereotypes as 
well as preconceived notions and expectations that 
stylistically underpin the way in which landscapes 
and natural history illustrations of that period had 
to be presented. The latter intersects with Ong’s 
ongoing research into textual and visual examples 
from a variety of sources which exemplify or 
are informed by such conventions, such as the 
incorporation of technical notations typically found in 
botanical illustrations, or the use of imaginative prose 
in adventure literature to enliven descriptions about 
newly encountered lands and people. Consequently, 
what is produced for visual consumption is highly 
composite: Romantic notions of the rural idyllic 
that pervade European landscape paintings are 
transposed into foreign settings of tropical lands 
and coexist alongside empirically precise scientific 
renderings of indigenous flora and fauna as a means 
to validate the authenticity of the composition.

While the research Ong pursues continues to play an 
integral part in informing the direction of her creative 
practice, the collaboration with NUS Museum (for 
which the exhibition Five Trees Make a Forest forms 
the output) offered an opportunity to share some 
of her findings with a wider audience. Taking into 
account the organisation’s pedagogic function, 
the project sought to fulfil a dual objective. One 

TRUTHS AND TROPES IN VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS 
OF THE TROPICS

Simone Shu-Yeng Chung to reproduce every single detail of the original 
landscape when painting in situ, what Charles 
Dyce’s watercolour studies featuring quotidian 
scenes of Singapore, Penang, Malacca and Batavia 
(present day Jakarta) in the mid-nineteenth century 
attempted to capture were impressions of the tropics 
and everyday life in these Straits colonies. What can 
be construed as an explanation for the project’s 
raison d’être is provided in the first page of Dyce’s 
manuscript. He enthused:  

I term them impressions as artistic licence would have 
been applied, by virtue of the necessary omission 
of a multitude of details and deliberate focus on only 
certain elements, as well as the painter’s manipulation 
of some of the original landscape’s features in 
order to establish aesthetic balance. Such intended 
misalignments with the source inevitably cast doubts 
into the validity of the paintings as accurate records 
of the past. It would be better to suggest that the 
representations Dyce strived to produce be viewed 
as translations instead. From the outset, the prefix 
“trans-” implies change, a passing from one medium 
to another. In his essay The Task of the Translator, 
Walter Benjamin considers translation to be the 
mutual and reciprocal liberation between the source 
and the work produced, whereby the latter becomes 
an entity of its own.3 This gesture apodictically 
recognises the two as parts of a larger whole. The 
resultant output is not simply there to complement 

…the present sketches are with no  
small degree of differences offered, in 
the humble hope that to those who have 
left the Straits to enjoy their “otuem” 
in their distant homes, their perusal 
may in some measure recall scenes 
and remembrances of days gone by…
and to the public generally as a faithful 
representation of the Straits…2

is to strike a dialogue with some of the artefacts in 
the museum’s possession: the inclusion of objects 
from its collection would reinvigorate discussions 
on their original meaning and encourage them to 
be viewed afresh following content curation. The 
paintings and prints on display in this exhibition 
have been carefully selected to highlight the 
various prejudices that influence a certain kind of 
aesthetics residing in ideations of the Straits and 
tropical biota respectively. The other objective is 
to engage visitors in a deeper discourse on the 
production of images for visual consumption: it 
emphasises the various stages leading to its creation 
involves a continuous process of translation and 
collaborative input from many parties. Ultimately, we 
need to extend our understanding of “the tropics” 
as merely a geographical zone spanning the region 
bounded longitudinally by the Tropics of Cancer to 
the north and Capricorn to the south; it also infers 
an abstract concept which may evoke or reference 
a particular place and time, as well as a specific 
mode of production of knowledge that subsequently 
precipitated a chain of unequal exchanges globally. 

A VICARIOUS JOURNEY INTO TROPICAL LANDS: 
CHARLES DYCE’S PAINTINGS OF THE STRAITS

In the first meeting in February 2015 to discuss 
this potential collaboration, it was suggested by 
the museum curator that the collection of original 
watercolours and accompanying manuscript by 
Charles Dyce (1816-1853) from the 1840s could be 
used to initiate this exploration. The series of artworks 
was the result of Dyce’s leisure pursuit during his 
travels around the Straits when he lived in Singapore 
as an expatriate employed in a merchant firm. 

Landscapes, broadly speaking, are a socially 
and culturally constituted construct that offers a 
specifically “pictorial way of representing”.1 For this 
reason, the inclusion of this genre in the discussion 
is especially pertinent. Since it is impossible 

the original, it is something entirely different even if its 
conception was inspired by the former.

This position is indirectly reflected in Raymond 
William’s comment on the English’s propensity to 
view the landscape as something to be isolated for 
detached observation, with material representations of 
it forming the outcome of this enterprise.4 Conjoining 
this observation with Tonino Griffero’s proposition of 
the “sentimental-atmospheric affordance” residing 
in all landscapes lends clarity to the need for this 
perceptual separation from an emotional perspective.5 
By accepting that a landscape does not so much as 
express the mood of an atmosphere as possessing 
it, the perceiver is always made to stand outside of 
it but develops an emotional response through the 
landscape’s irradiation of its atmosphere. For the 
painter, this is translated onto canvas. Therefore, painting 
landscapes on site is in itself an act of translation and 
what is sought for in such works of translation is the 
essence of the truth to be carried over. 

Besides the cluster of watercolour paintings depicting 
lofty rainforests in Penang selected for the exhibition, 
the Dyce collection actually showcases diverse 
panoramas, including riverscapes, harbour views, 
private estates and town settlements. Although he 
was an amateur, Dyce was nevertheless a skilled 
and well-schooled painter.6 This is evidenced in 
his adherence to formal aesthetic conventions 
prescribed for European landscape painting – 
from the structuring of diagonal patterns in his 
compositions to the strategic positioning of framing 
objects in the foreground to focus the viewer’s 
attention. More notable are the undeniably nineteenth 
century Romantic motifs that persist in a range 
of idyllic settings overrun with lush and abundant 
vegetation, cultivated or otherwise.7 To reinforce 
my point, Dyce’s panoramic view of Government 
Hill from the New Harbour Road, Singapore (1844) 

The transcribed text is published in Lim, I. 2003. Sketches in the Straits: nineteenth-century watercolours and manuscript of 
Singapore, Penang and Batavia by Charles Dyce. Singapore: NUS Museums, 86.

Benjamin, W. 1999. Illuminations. Trans. H. Zorn. London: Pimlico, 70-82.

Williams, R. 1973. The country and the city. London: Chatto and Windus, 120.

Griffero, T. 2010. Atmospheres: aesthetics of emotional spaces. Farnham: Ashgate Publishing, 60-61.

His elder brother was the distinguished Scottish painter William Dyce, a friend of the influential English art critic John Ruskin; the 
latter duo’s ideas and works formed the precursor to the Pre-Raphaelites. See Lim, 2003. Sketches in the Straits, 11; and Fuller, 
P. 1988. “The geography of Mother Nature”. In The iconography of landscape, 22.
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is rendered with a conspicuous lack of human 
presence even though the site had by then become 
a thriving colonial township replete with shophouse 
rows and named streets (as denoted by its title).8 
These recurring features constitutively attest to 
his valorisation of the picturesque: utilising the 
prerogative of an artist, Dyce treats art as a lens for 
which to look at the original landscapes anew and 
through his work, enable his audience to see them in 
another way.

Along with the meticulously hand-drawn and 
individually designed borders of the manuscript’s 
pages, the surprising discovery made by the 
museum during conservation that the illustrations and 
handwritten texts were previously bound together 
in a specific order substantiates the hypothesis 

aimed at the educated class in his native Britain who 
had an interest in culture and could appreciate the 
informal landscape depictions offered by the artist-
traveller who possessed the privileged insight of 
having resided in a tropical colony such as himself. 
Secondly, in order to appeal to this particular 
readership, it was necessary to feature what they 
expected to see. Scholars have argued that most 
people’s conception of the tropics at the time were 
shaped by iconic images that were accepted as 
representative of tropical landscapes.10 Even the 
peripatetic eighteenth century naturalist cum explorer 
Alexander von Humboldt admitted that he visually 
associated tropical vegetation with the distinctive 
forms of palms, banana trees and ferns.11 Thus how 
one came to understand the tropics was derived 
vicariously, mediated through images featuring 
identifiable typologies. 

“THESE PECULIAR PLATES…”

The exquisite set of lithographic prints on display 
in the exhibition are from Ong’s personal collection 
of antique prints and photographic images of the 
tropics, acquired during her numerous travels 
abroad. Dating back to 1896 and 1905, these were 
originally illustrated plates from the fifth and sixth 
editions of the Meyers Konversations-Lexicon, a 
major encyclopaedic publication in German that 
was initiated by the publishing house’s founder with 
the explicit purpose of widening the knowledge of 
the educated masses. The series features an array 
of sceneries that occasionally foreground subjects 
other than plant life, such as jungle fauna and 
magnified views of bugs, beetles and butterflies. 
Each of these plates contain a rich panoply of 
information to be teased out from the picture plane 
even as they entice the viewer with the pleasure 
of visually grazing their intricate compositions. 
At first glance, one is immediately overwhelmed 
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that Dyce may have intended to publish his folio 
of work for the commercial market were it not for 
his premature death in 1853.9 In such cases, the 
regular procedure would have been to develop the 
manuscript further with a publishing press and enlist 
skilled professionals to translate the paintings into 
prints. It made sense to capitalise on the flourishing 
market for travel literature and natural history 
books at the time. By then, the widespread use of 
lithography over etchings made printing more cost 
effective and coincided with popular demand for 
economically priced pocket-sized travel books and 
handsomely illustrated volumes became affordable. 
Referring back to the quote, it was clear that Dyce’s 
unfinished book project, formatted to the size and 
layout of the latter, had a specific audience in mind. 
For one, his representative views of the Straits were 

by the sheer abundance of shapes, colours and 
textures, much akin to encountering a real jungle. 
Upon confronting the virgin forests of Brazil for the 
first time, the anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss 
effusively described the luxuriance and bold shapes 
of its flora: 

Due to the density of the vegetation as well as the 
deeper and earthier hues of the foliage (“The leafage 
is darker and its nuances of green seem related rather 
to the mineral than to the vegetable world”)13, the 
viewer’s focus would inevitably rest on the plethora of 
details as the eyes attempt to differentiate one plant 
from another, by visually tracing and separating them 
from their entanglement of stems, starting from the 
outline of their respective forms. Such a tempered 
pace of viewing is necessarily replicated in order 
to better appreciate the contents of the lithographic 
prints. I argue that the proliferation of details promotes 
a sensuously haptic form of viewing. What the art 
historian Lois Reigl terms as haptical engagement 
is sustained by the semblance of visual unity held 
together on the picture plane.14 Depth is eschewed for 
texture as the viewer’s eyes concentrate on visually 
caressing the surface, occasionally lingering over 
certain details. As aptly put by Laura Marks, this way 
of looking therein entrusts the eyes with the function 
of touch and thereby encourages the viewer “to graze 
than to gaze”.15

It is then, through attentive looking enforced by 
a deliberately slow tempo, that another layer of 
information reveals itself. On closer inspection, one 

Charles Dyce, Government Hill from the New Harbour Road, Singapore, 1846, 
Watercolour & Ink on paper, 27.2 x 44.8 cm

Plants were more abundant than those 
we know in Europe. Leaves and stalks 
seemed to have been cut out of sheet 
metal, so majestic was their bearing, so 
impervious, as it seemed, the splendid 
development of their forms.12

Savage, R. 2004. “Aesthetics and the Western sojourners’ experiences in Southeast Asia”. In Sketching the Straits: a compilation 
of the lecture series on the Charles Dyce collection. I. Lim (ed.). Singapore: NUS Museums, 15-16.

See Yeoh, B. 2004. “Hidden views, humanised landscapes in colonial Singapore”. In Sketching the Straits, 91-92.

Lim. 2003. Sketches in the Straits, 15 & 124.
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9.

See Stepan, N. 2001. Picturing tropical nature. London: Reaktion Books, 18; and Driver, F. and Martin, L. 2005. “Views and 
visions of the tropical world”. In Tropical visions in an age of empire. F. Driver and L. Martins (eds.). Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 16.

Humboldt, A. et al. 2011. Views of nature: or contemplations on the sublime phenomena of creation. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 303-304.

Lévi-Strauss, C. 1961 (English). Tristes tropiques. Trans. J. Russell. New York: Criterion Books, 96.
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begins to register the discreet numerical figures 
beside certain plants that correspond to an index 
which lists their respective binomial nomenclatures 
– the default system for classifying species 
introduced by Carl Linnaeus in 1753 – located in 
the plate’s borders.16 A close-up view of a section 
of the Tropenwald (1905) print suggests the typical 
appearance of highlighted species from the begonia 
(9) and philodendron (10) families. This presentation 
format can be read on one level as a visual expression 
of taxonomy but more explicitly underscores a Linnean 
impulse to impose systematic order along a defined 
set of structures within a framework.17

It offers an alternative to the classical method for 
illustrating botany which requires each species 
be isolated and rendered individually, with careful 
attention given to ensure all its segments are 
proportionally correct for anatomical accuracy. Every 
plant can be presented separately, or as a group 

laid out in a non-overlapping arrangement. While 
precision is paramount when it comes to technical 
detail, this may not necessarily be so with regards 
to the illustration’s correspondence with reality: it is 
not unusual to encounter drawings contravening a 
plant’s natural life cycle since compositing different 
stages of its growth can showcase the species at its 
most attractive.18

Historically speaking, the relationship between 
science and art was cemented during the 
Renaissance when scientific discoveries abound.19 

Polymaths were initially credited for innovating 
drawing conventions to illustrate specimens 
and newfound procedures. When ambitious 
expeditions were launched in earnest to uncover 
and document new biotas in the eighteenth 
century, professional artists were usually engaged 
as draughtsmen to assist naturalists on board 
these voyages of discovery. Much later, British 
officers of the East India Company were known 
to employ regional talents in the colonies – Indian 
court painters and South Chinese artists – to 
illustrate indigenous plants and animals with the 
aim of compiling a compendium of natural history 
of the land.20 In Singapore’s case, this would be 
the suite of drawings of flora and fauna in Malaya 
and Singapore commissioned by William Farquhar 
housed in the National Museum of Singapore.Even 
now, the scientific field continues to be enriched 
by new modes of illustration, ensuring that its 
link with the world of art remains tangible. It was 
however Alexander von Humboldt who first sought 
to combine precision and the picturesque in an 
attempt to inject a new sensibility to the study of 
natural history. He believed that it was vital to adopt 
a holistic approach to better apprehend the nuances 
of the tropical region by allowing its local features 
and peculiarities to percolate in the ensemble.  

Close-up of unframed antique original lithographic 
print Tropenwald (1905) with plant species numbers 
(9) and (10) circled.

In his words: 

He furthermore deferred to the artist’s perspicacity in 
evoking the look and feel of the tropical landscape, 
deftly managing the arrangement of arboreal 
clusters to balance foreground elements against the 
background and chiaroscuro effects. The durability 
of Humboldt’s idea is demonstrated in the same 
sensibility adopted for the colourful reproductions 
here. They are testament to the sustained symbiotic 
relationship that binds representations of the tropics 
in the arts with developments in the scientific 
disciplines of botany, zoology and geography.22 

Although the lithographic artists have authenticated  
the illustrations with their signatures, they are by no 
means the sole authors. It needs to be emphasised 
that each image is the end product of a long 
collaborative process, having received input from 
various parties – artists, scientific researchers, the 
author and publisher – and made to undergo several 
stages of development before it evolved into its 
published form.23 Since the lithographers tasked 
with creating the plates were not usually expected 
to have travelled to the places that they have to 
depicted, they would have had to either consult 
those who have, or design the lithographs based on 
drawings and texts supplied by the original artist or 
reference field notes and sketches of the scientific 
team. Oftentimes, aesthetic decisions had to be 
made alone – in areas where the composition lacked 
information, the artist would need to further embellish 
the image and introduce new details in order to 
achieve the required visual impact. In contrast with 
the abstraction of information with in situ landscape 
studies, the densification of visual content here 
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contributes to translation in an apposite manner. 
Beyond this, the graphic capabilities of the illustrator 
are constrained by the choice of conventions 
and agreed presentation format stipulated by its 
readership. It also implicates a myriad of mutually 
influencing factors, which include patronage, 
institutional affiliations (access to expertise), 
allocation of resources (investment of time and 
financial backing), production arrangements, 
market conditions (affecting anticipated sales) 
and the target audience.24 For example, the matrix 
of conditions surrounding lavish encyclopaedic 
publications are very different from those of popular 
picture books. Since the production of visual images, 
regardless of their medium, need to consider the 
target audience from the outset, the process is 
foundationally dialogic.

TROPES IN TROPICAL 
LANDSCAPE REPRESENTATIONS 

By means of curation, the exhibition is set up 
to illuminate some of the tropes that persist 
in representations of the tropics, such as 
“travel”, “verdure”, “paradise”, and to a certain 
extent, “primitiveness”. While they may not be 
comprehensive, they have indirectly reinforced the 
argument that the tropics is a historically-situated 
European construct.25 The two sets of artworks 
on display, being fundamentally creations of non-
natives, can be considered as representing views 
of the tropics from the outside. This statement in 
itself implies the inherent power residing in the 
producer of images, who already possesses his or 
her own cultural predispositions. Take for example 
the mental association of greenhouses with the 
tropical as implied in the potted and hung plants 
in Blattplanzen I (1905) and Blattplanzen II (1905), 
and how they appear to be widely accepted as an 
alternative to an actual tropical location (this relational 
incongruence prompted Ong to look at botanical 
gardens across Western Europe to better understand 

Marks, L. 2002. Touch: sensory theory and multisensory media. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2 & 162.

Linnaeus, C. 1753. Species plantarum. 2 vols. Stockholm: Laurentius Salvius.

Foucault, M. 2005. The order of things: an archaeology of the human sciences. London: Routledge, 137.

Nickelsen, K. 2006. Draughtsmen, botanists and nature: the construction of eighteenth-century botanical illustrations.  
Dordrecht: Springer, 5.

Kemp, M. 2005. “From science in art to the art in science”. Nature, Vol.434 Issue 17 March, 308.

Kwa, C. G. 2010. “Drawing nature in the East Indies: framing Farquhar’s natural history drawings”. In Natural history drawings: the 
complete William Farquhar collection (Malay peninsula, 1803-1818). W. Farquhar et al (eds.). Singapore: Editions Didier Millet, 320.
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Humboldt et al. 2011. Views of nature, 217.

Arnold, D. 2000. “’Illusory riches’: representations of the tropical world, 1840-1950”. Singapore journal of tropical geography, 
Vol.21 Issue 1, 7.

See also Nickelsen. 2006. Draughtsmen, botanists and nature, 11.
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Cosgrove, D. 2005. “Tropic and tropicality”. In Tropical visions, 216.
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...notwithstanding all this coincidence of 
form, and resemblance to the outline of 
individual portions, the grouping of the 
mass, as a whole, presents the greatest 
diversity of character.21
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how perceptions of the tropics were cultivated and 
circulated in these spaces). Ironically, greenhouses 
were not traditionally deemed necessary in the 
tropical areas. Their growing ubiquity coincided with 
the expansion of horticultural knowledge in Europe in 
the late eighteenth century – even amateur gardeners 
could by then afford to channel their desire to 
experience the tropics into recreating a manageable 
rainforest on their own properties.26 It offered a viable 
solution to acquiring one’s “slice of paradise”. Viewed 
within a colonial context, such undertakings inferred 
a process of domestication and an overcoming of the 
foreign and unfamiliar, which was measured against 
one’s ability to rear exotic plants.27 On the other 
hand, it also subsumed a discourse surrounding the 
politics of collection and display tied to competitive 
connoisseurship among the higher social classes.

When viewed together, the watercolour studies of 
Dyce and the antique lithographic prints express an 
arguably ecological position that subconsciously 
attempts to obfuscate the anthropological 
component.28 In the former, human presence 
is minimised and built structures are relegated 
secondary importance. They are either diminutively 
rendered in the panorama or partially obscured by 
fertile vegetation. Meanwhile, the distinct absence 
of human presence in the lithographs is most 
hauntingly felt in the aforementioned greenhouse 

illustrations for the fact that the plants are clearly 
housed in manmade structures. This reframing of the 
tropical revises the use of the extreme (and outdated) 
adjective “primordial” in favour of a more temperately 
realistic description. 

The foregrounding of nature’s primacy is known to 
resonate in Donna Ong’s work as well. Since the 
most expedient way to identify a tropical landscape 
is through its form (as suggested by Lévi-Strauss), I 
argue that it can be subjected to further abstraction 
to the most basic yet still recognisable shapes. To 
produce an accomplished landscape, the following 
formal elements need to be addressed: line, tone, 
colour, form and light. Following abstraction, 
coherence is held together by modulating the 
correspondence between shapes, shade and 
balance. A strategy which Ong often uses is to 
thoughtfully assemble discrete images of flora, 
fauna and figures from disparate pictorial sources 
into successive layers to create a new composite 
image. The generative act of abstraction and 
assembly qualifies as a translation. Since translation 
is an embodied endeavour which requires direct 
engagement on the part of the artist as translator, it 
offers the means to heuristically test the assumption 
that the tropes enunciating the tropical remain valid 
so long as the configured form is able to induce the 
appropriate visual associations.

26.

27. 

28.

Browne, J. 2005. “Botany in the boudoir and garden: the Banksian context”. In Tropical visions, 166.

Tobin, B. F. 2005. Colonizing nature: the tropics in British arts and letters, 1760-1820. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 170.

David Arnold contrasts the ecological with the environmental in which the latter is epistemologically anthropocentric. Arnold, D. 
1996. The problem of nature: environment, culture and European expansion. Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 3-4. 
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The manuscript that annotates the thirty-eight 
paintings composed by Charles Dyce during 
his residence in Singapore from 1842 to 1847 
extends a salutation of this suite’s retrospective 
intent “to those who have left the Straits to enjoy 
their “otuem” in their distant homes [that the 
sketches’] perusal may in some measure recall 
scenes and remembrance of days gone by: to 
such as still make the straits their home,  they 
may prove acceptable as an addition to their 
drawing-room table, or a welcome gift to relations 
or friends naturally will be interested to know the 
whereabouts of their “absent ones” and to the 
public generally as a faithful representation of  
the Straits…”1

Charles Dyce was an “amateur” artist – a term for 
the presumed autodidact and, in our contemporary 
terms, independent for the reason of his non-
affiliation to an expedition as a hired visual 
chronicler nor his intent for commerce on his 
artistic undertaking. While the idea of practicing 
within the private sphere succeeded as an 
opportunity possible with the English’s recreational 
travelling to the Continent during the mid-
eighteenth century, an artist of leisure also defined 
that he was a gentleman who minded an active 
social life that accommodated church and other 
municipal responsibilities. 

CHARLES DYCE
Siddharta Perez

Taking up residence in Singapore resonated, 
however, a particular address to his other (former) 
expatriates who left the settlement. The conditions 
of self-presentation from voyaging artists, or any 
traveller for that matter, are often questioned “not 
just the representation of Europe’s others but also 
the production of “Europe” itself.2 In the case 
of Dyce, the enactment becomes anticipative 
of recalling the proto-colonial landscape for 
those who took up their residence elsewhere 
from Singapore and also for the interest of 
“general public” on the economic and political 
circumstances burgeoning in the Straits. Consider 
his status as an immigrant: Dyce, at his own 
liberty, tied in his civic-mindedness to chronicle 
both the view of construction along the coast 
from the deck and the picturesque vision of the 
unmediated excess of the countryside. He was 
no naturalist, and yet his method of exhausting 
the conditions of his occupation as a functional 
gentleman of society accorded his commentary of 
the tropics’ economics and sociology through his 
own interaction with it. Participating in the ecology 
of an early settlement he posed both satisfactory 
conditions of commerce for expatriates and 
difficulties of social cultivation of local races, all 
the while listing practical inventories of resources 
in his manuscript that were otherwise absent in his 
portrayal of the landscape.

1.

2.

See transcription of Dyce’s manuscripts. Lim, I. 2003. Sketches in the Straits. Singapore: NUS Museums, 86. 

Driver, L. and Luciana Martins. 2005. Views and Visions of the Tropical World. Chicago: University of Chicago, 5.
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CHARLES DYCE NOTES

Charles Dyce
The Great Tree, 
Penang
1846
Watercolour and ink 
on paper
41.5 x 31.6 cm

Charles Dyce
The Waterfall, 
Penang
1846
Watercolour and ink 
on paper
51.2 x 35.2 cm
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CHARLES DYCE NOTES
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Charles Dyce
Fern Cottage from the 
Great Rock, Penang 
Hill, August 8th 1846
1846 
Watercolour and ink 
on paper
35.4 x 48.3 cm

Charles Dyce
Government Hill from 
the New Harbour Road, 
Singapore
1846
Watercolour & Ink 
on paper
27.2 x 44.8 cm

Charles Dyce
On the Road to the 
Western Hill, Penang, 
August 10th 1846
1846
Watercolour and ink 
on paper
48 x 35.4 cm
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NOTES

“As soon as the eye becomes accustomed to 
recognizing the forest’s various closely adjacent 
planes, and the mind has overcome its first 
impression of being overwhelmed, a complex 
system can be perceived.”1 The writer continues 
to narrate the maneuver of the gaze through the 
planes of the forest, a location which he equated 
as an orderly cosmos should one proceed past the 
anterior of the either excessive disarray or absolute 
verdure. The abstraction of the site that confronts 
is  by virtue of the overlaps, and upon the advice 
of the writer the gaze should sweep through the 
constituents as those disappear into and re-appear 
from abstraction. In this exercise, as with the rest of 
cynical mode of travel reporting, the landscape is 
unpicked not through the specificity of its parts but 
rather a strategy of interpreting impressions in the 
reflexive intellectual disposition of author towards 
ethnography and philosophy.2

Donna Ong’s interest lies in the representation of 
the tropical landscape, and the ways in which this 
act of “tropicalizing” circulates as a design trope, 
a theme for Do-It-Yourself manuals, a colonial 
entanglement that needed to be unpicked. The 
artist identifies that the image-making from the 
Pacific voyages of the mid-eighteenth century 
continues as a constructive model that shapes 
the “global nature”, and pursues this inquiry by 
enacting this colonial projection through her 
installations and objects. As with Levi-Strauss 
prescription of foregrounding certain aspects 
of a scenery, her works such as the gift boxes 
unhinges the vista by ordering the vegetation into 

layers that are ultimately slotted into the box as  
an allusion to this “complex system”. 

The process of Ong’s deconstruction is also 
a practice of return – the reconstruction of 
the overwhelming luxuriance succeeds this 
dismantling specific elements such as the tree, 
the fern, the flower. As if repetition could bridge 
the distance of desire, the duplication of these 
tropes in the artist’s works allude to the two-fold 
engagement with the tropics as an abstracted 
construct and as a site that performs with that 
initial imagination. 

Over the course of her travels, Ong collects 
each antique lithograph in twos. This manner of 
collecting anticipates certain possible ends to 
each copy – much akin to the mobility necessary 
for scientific study of tropical specimens between 
the Empire and affiliated settlements.3 As one 
who identifies both the lived landscape of the 
tropics and that which construct the performing 
tropics, the artists assumes a peculiar position 
of repatriating what is assumed to be otherwise 
too familiar to a resident in the tropics to garner 
enough interest. 

In this replication, Ong enacts the visual inventory 
of tropes that were initiated by the project of 
translating the foreignness of the colonial tropics 
into the home culture. Highlighting the desire of 
what is outside the familiar, this vision circulates 
that “nature is not just ‘natural’, but is is created as 
natural by human desires and intentions.”4

DONNA ONG
Siddharta Perez

1.

2. 

3.

4.

Lévi-Strauss, C. 1961. (English). Tristes Tropiques. Trans. J. and D. Weightman. New York: Penguin, 341.

Kubica, G. 2014. Lévi-Strauss as a protagonist in his ethnographic prose: a cosmopolitan view of Tristes tropiques and its 
contemporary interpretations. http://etnografica.revues.org/3834 (accessed 21 Feb 2016).

K. Ruth. 1999. The Singapore Botanic Gardens Herbarium – 125 Years of History. Gardens’ Bulletin Singapore 51 (1991), 153.

Stepan, N. 2001. Picturing tropical nature. London: Reaktion Books, 15.
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1905 Antique original 
lithograph with 
annotation: Farne
19.9 x 25.8 cm

1905 Antique original 
lithograph with annotation: 
Orientalische Fauna
20.4 x 25.5 cm

Images courtesy of Donna Ong, p14 – 18
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1896 Antique original 
lithograph with 
annotation: Araceen
19.5 x 25.8 cm
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1905 Antique original 
lithograph with annotation: 
Blattplanzen II
20.5 x 26.6 cm
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